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St. Ann's Well, Great Malvern. 

MALVERN 
KITES 
The Octagon Room, 
St. Ann's Well, 
Victoria Walk, 
Great Malvern. 

Tel: (06845) 65504 

We have an unrivalled stock of Kites , line, and ephemera. Our showroom (open every weekend 

and Bank Holiday from March-December) is situated high on the Malvern Hills and houses 
almost every thing a kite fly er could want. 

Why not visit us- you will be rewarded with a breathtaking view, and equally breathtaking 

climb. But we have our own kitefiyers cafe where you can be refreshed with a meal or a cream tea. 

Our mail order catalogue is free (SAE please) to K. O.N. members. it contains detailed information 
on all our main lines, with illustrations of over 45 kites. 



THE KITE SOCIETY 
31, Grange Road, llford, Essex IG 1 1 EU 

Dear Reader, 

Once again the kite season has nearly finished. More than ever we 
have noticed how few kitefliers are now attending the events. 

Blackheath was alright but this was probably due to it being the 
first of the year. Old Warden was well attended. Despite the weather 
there seemed to be more people there than ever, but ever since then 
nothing. Even for an event with spectacular kites, some of which 
have not been seen in this country, people did not attend. Are 
kitefliers becoming as apathetic about the events as they are about 
their newsletter~~~~~~ 

Gill Bloom Jon Bloom 

******************************************************************** 

Membership to THE KITE SOCIETY will be £3.00 per year for the U.K., 
£3.50 for Europe. The rest of the world £3.50 land mail and £5.00 
air mail. PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS SHOULD BE 
MADE PAYABLE TO THE KITE SOCIETY. 

For this members wi 11 receive four issues of Ki tefl i ers Occasional 
Newsletter and a five percent discount on product i on of a membershi p 
card at the following shops throughout the U.K. and Europe. 

The Kite Store, 69 Neal Street, London WC2. 

The Kite and Balloon Co., 613 Garratt Lane, London SW18. 

The Kite and Balloon Co., 27 Essex Street, Birmingham. 

Malvern Kites, St. Ann's Well, Great Malvern, Wares. 

One Sky Kites, 148 Stoke Newington Church Street, London N16. 

Greens Kites, 336 Colne Road, Burnley, Lanes BB10 1ED. 

Fabulon Kites, 3 Falconscroft, Covingham, Swindon SN3 5AF. 

The White Owl, Kammenstraat 14 - 16, 2000 Antwerpen, Belgium. 

Prins - Kites, Choorstraat 4, 2611 JG Delft, Holland. 

THE PHOTOGRAPH ON THE FRONT COVER IS OF EUROPES LARGEST KITE AT SCHEVENINSEN. THE AERIAL 

PHOTO WAS TAKEN BY TOM PRATT USING HIS MULTIPLE DELTA SYSTEM. 



LETTERS 
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FROM MARGARET GREGER: 

Back in Richland since the 19th of April 
and beginning to feel that I am on local 
time -again. 

What a fantastic opportunity my stay in 
England was. The Cartwrights' hospitality 
made it possible for my daughter and 
myself to meet and share experiences with 
so many kitefliers. 

I hesitate to mention highlights from the 
Blackheath Kite Festival because I'm sure 
to leave something out. The whole weekend 
has a rosy glow, even though I distinctly 
remember many different kinds of weather. 

The Parachuting Bears are truly 
memorable, and just reading about it, as 
I had, does not begin to give the flavour 
of the actual event. I like to think, 
also, about the shark kites swimming in 
gathering clouds, the great centipede, 
and all the other mind boggling kites. 

The Blackheath Kite Festival plate made 
it safely home and is hanging on my wall. 
Pan Am must have handled it very 
carefully because I had feared it would 
be in pieces when I opened my suitcase. 

Colin and Jenny Jackson and Peter and 
Sheila Hartwell came to Cambridge to 
share flying and kite knowledge, and 
Andrew and Deborah Jones took time for a 
visit and a look at the scrapbook of the 
first Flexifoils. 

I came home with a Flexifoil, a Flying 
Machine, a Gull and some Charles and Di 
commemorative kites which will really be 
something in the Washington skies. 

Thanks to all the kitefliers who were so 
ready to share. Do keep in touch. It 
would be nice to see you in Washington 
State. 

(If you wish to keep in touch with 
Margaret the address is Margaret Greger, 
1425 Marshall Avenue, Richland, 
Washington 99362. 

**************************************** 
FROM E J BARTON: 

Herwith one returned KON badge - totally 
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unused. Perhaps you will be able to find 
some fool prepared to wear it in public~ 

I found you magazine 
Blood pressure and 
imagination. 

very bad for my 
a check on the 

'The Backscratchers in a circle, 
complaining of lack of attention ••• ' 

The Blackheath Kite Extravaganza hit an 
all time low for irritation. Why the 
RADIO 1 type musak; do stunters need it 
to relieve boredom of endless figures of 
eight and L turns 

There used to be a phrase in the 
Edwardian age 'Corinthian Yachtsman', and 
in that spirit I sign myself 

an IONIC KITEFLIER. 

**************************************** 
FROM LEN CONOVER <Editor of TIGHT LINES> 
: 

Many thanks for the latest issue of KON 
and your letter of 27 April. It appears 
as though we may have succeeded in 
crossing the bridge, despite the language 
barrier. 

We wish you much success with THE KITE 
SOCIETY and will do whatever we can to 
spread the good word. Our next issue will 
be published in about two weeks and we 
will be pleased to mention you and your 
national treasure, John Barker. 

We are "blessed" with a similar talent 
here in America, by the name of Gerry 
Osborne. His use of theXing's English is 
on par with Barker's. Could i t be that 
cartoonists live in a world of their own? 

Undoubtedly, we kite-editors a l so share 
the same problems ••• worldwide. 
Unfortunately, I don ' t have a computer or 
word processor at my disposal, so I must 
comtinue putting out TIGHT LINES in the 
old-fashioned two finger style. My 
electronic typewriter is a blessi ng, but 
it is lonely for a partner who can feed 
it masses doses of alpha-numeric 
nourishment. I have stopped chasing 
members for material for the newsletter: 
I write the whole thing and if they don't 



LETTERS 
======= 
like it, I tell them to write their own ! . 

**************************************** 
FROM LEN NAVIER: 

I have just been perusing through issue 
no 1 of KDN - handed out at Old Warden in 
October 1979. That brings back some 
memeories! What a d i fference with the 
latest i ssue no 15! 

You have chosen a good title, I think 
- THE KI TE SOCIETY. I have always been 
i mpressed by the amount of information 
you give each quarter and of all the 
other services you provide ! 

Incidentally 
that dealers' 
also improved 
to them~ 

I should like to mention 
catalogues and lists have 
over the years - good luck 

**************************************** 
FROM ROGER PIKE: 

Sorry for the delay in answering you 
letter re THE KITE SOCIETY but I've been 
mulling over the politics of you 
suggestions. While I appreciate your very 
natural desire to increase the 
circulation of KON I can't help but feel 
the idea of a kite society is rather 
poaching on other people's territory 
-especially that of the B.K.F.A. 

I like to see the small groups operating 
in their own right, and after all, 
however rickety it may seem, many people 
put in a lot of hard work in a voluntary 
capacity to keep their own sections 
functioning. 

Incidently the EKG social and AGM was a 
huge success. 

I think you are both doing a very good 
job with KON and I enjoy reading it - for 
my part lets leave things as they are. 

**************************************** 
FROM JOHN SPENDLOVE: 

One or two minor points. 

Fi rst, about the Grea ter Delaware bunch . 
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Their sub is 6 Dollars per annum; and 
like us, they don ' t seem bothered about 
adding e>:tra for overseas postage. In a 
covering letter to me Len Conover says he 
has the last . four issues of KON "which I 
find delightful ~ " . Appar antl y the GDVKS 
has about 300 members. 

As for what I've been doing - not much. I 
think you saw that plan I gave Margaret 
Greger of a kite folded from a square of 
t issue , with split bamboo spars. Well i 
tried a larger ripstop version but it's 
not much good at all. I'D best stick to 
the o l d tissue~ Which I've done. I made 
one of the designs from that book of 
Ohash i ' s , a r ectangular kite 36 by 27 cm 
with the spine projecting another 27 cm 
at the back. It flies pretty well so I 
tried two smaller versions: one about 
1/15 the area, the other 1/100. The 
former flies beautifully - better than 
the full size one, if anything, but the 
latter is a dead loss, it just floats 
usually upside down, with a mean line 
angle of about -5 degrees. Ah well all 
part of the rich tapestry of life. 

(John also sent us the follwing: 

John Barker's mates, Are afraid for their 
pates, They say it ain't fair, Being 
nutted by a bear. 
The Blooms,Gill and Jon, Are editors of 
KON, They publish every quater, Like 
other people ought'er. 
Modegi San, Is famed beyond Japan, For 
supplementing kites, With c ulinary 
delights. 

**************************************** 



MINI BALLOONING 
=============== 

Having made or acquired your balloon you 
will want to fly it and a little 
knowledge before you start will make all 
the difference between lots of fun and a 
foozle. You must choose a calm day until 
you are experienced. The wind should be 
too light for most kites, about 5 mph or 
less and even then choose shelter on the 
windward side if possible. The early 
morning or late evening are normally the 
calmest times. Launching skill can only 
be gained by experience and then you will 
be able to send ballooP.s up single handed 
in winds up to 20 mph or so. But this 
article is for relative beginners. 

All balloons are launched at the extreme 
windward side of the field making use of 
any shelter but there are two distinct 
launching techniques according to' the 
balloon size. 

Smal l models up to 5.5 ft dia. 

Made of very light material 
tissue paper or high 
polythene.Usually flown free. 

such as 
density 

Powered by methylated spirit poured into 
an old tin can about 5" dia with holes 
punched in the side 1" from the bottom 
and then surrounded by a tube with air 
inlets at the bottom. E>:panded metal 
sheet for instance. See fi g 1 . 

Launching technique . Open out the 
envelope and introduce some ai r. Then 
lower the mouth of the bal loon over the 
top of the tube wi th one hand and hold 
the crown up high with the other hand . 
Take great care not to let any part of 
the envelope flap directly over t he 
flame. Someone can help by holding the 
envelope out on the windward side. After 
a few seconds the balloon will be fu l l y 
inflated and only ONE person should hold 
the ring at the mouth with both hands now 
to feel the lift accurately for judging 
the length of flight you want. You aim to 
have many flights with the same balloon , 
so on the first occasion it is best to 
let go early for a short flight to gi ve 
an idea of the weather conditions. 

The length of flight is your choice, the 
longer you hold it over the flame the 
further it will go, but t hen t he weather 
takes charge . When the ground t emperature 
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is high in relation to the air above you 
may encounter thermals which can carry 
your balloon far beyond you intended 
boundary. In this case you have a long 
chase and a good story. But most times 
you will want the balloon to land within 
the length of the field and here lies 
your skill which can really only be 
learnt by practice. Incidental l y a far 
better task for competitions is t o land 
nearest a target rather than the greatest 
distance which may result in loss. 

However a good chase of a long fl i ght can 
be fun if organised with say bicycles or 
friends down wind . Even if you do lose it 
or some thoughtless tree grabs it you can 
soon make another with these cheap 
materials. 

Large models over 6ft dia. 

Made of ripstop 
little more per 
flown tethered. 

weighing 1.1 
square yard. 

oz or a 
Usually 

Powered from a propane cylinder which 
feeds a hand held torch with a trigger 
for either pilot light or full flame. 
Such as the Sievert 3488. 

Launching t echnique. You lay the envelope 
out on the ground with the mouth towards 
any wind. Flap some air in i f necessary 
and then introduce the torch with only 
the p i lot light burning . Pull the trigger 
for full flame in short bursts only when 
you see a clear space i n front. At this 
stage i t is advisable to have a helper on 
each side about a yard from the mouth , 
hol d ing the envelope out . When the crown 
begins to rise the helpers can let go and 
join you at the ring. Your head can be 
right i nside t he mouth now with the ring 
over the back of you neck , one hand 
holding the front of the ring . In this 
way you have full control . 

The fligh t i s captive <tethered) unless 
you have a very large area and a well 
organi sed r ecovery team, because you 
cannot risk l osing these valuable nylon 
balloons by flying them free. However 
t hey hat e bei ng tethered and so we have 
devised a compromise technique. You run 
out a long length of line so that the 
balloon can rise free during the first 
par t of i ts fl ight a nd only be r e strained 



MINI BALLOONING 
=============== 

when it nears the boundary of your field. 
There are various versions of this, if 
you have someone on the end of the line, 
they can be half way down the field. But 
you can do it all from the launching site 
in which case you will need to run out 
enough line for almost the full length of 
the field. With these large models there 
is no need to let go as soon as they are 
inflated. They are a fine sight for 
onlookers, all you need is an occasional 
burst from the burner to maintain lift. 

On very calm days any size of balloon 
will go up almost vertically and you may 
be able to catch it coming down. You can 
get under the big nylon types with torch 
in hand for a recharge of hot air and 
another flight. For safety reasons we do 
not advise taking fire up unless perhaps 
there is an off shore wind and you 
recovery team is in a boat. 

Ripstop Nylon. 

A tube to 
protect the 
burner and guide 
the heat into 
the mouth of the 
balloon. 

The Burner. An 
old tin can. 
Make holes round 
the bottom and 
pour in some 
methylated 
spirit. 

--- 5" --· 

0 0 0 0 

Silver/White as in last advert. £1.50 a sq yd when 36" wide. 
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--- aN 

Air inlet. 
Fig 1. 

Reducing in price after 28" to 26" at £1.20 sq yd in 2" and -lOp jumps till 10" to 8 " 
wide at 50p sq yd. 
White bonded to transparent Melinex. 36" wide only at £1.00 sq yd. 
Dark Green and Dark Brown new, both 36" wide at 95p sq yd. 
Used Red <porous> almost any size. Say what you want at 50p sq yd. 
Used red <non porous) " " " " " 65p sq yd. 
Used black 11 

" " 
11 11 50p sq yd. 

High density polythene. (20 microns is very light. 60 is quite heavy>. 
Yellow 20 microns 36" lay flat tube at 25p sq yd. 
Black 28 11 

" " " " 

White 
Green 
Yellow 
Red 

11 

40 
60 

52" N 

20" not tube " 
17" lay flat tube " 
34 3/4 11 11 

11 

" 
35p .. 
45p N 

Low density polythene. <Rather translucent. All about 30 microns thick). 
Red or Blue 96" wide. Orange 46 11 wide. White 24" wide. All at 25p sq yd. 

Balloons galore. Send SAE 
Lansdown Road, Bath BA1 5EF 

for details. Saffery Model Balloons, 
Tel <0225> 311165. 

1 Lansdown Terrace, 



An Alphabetical Guide to Kites & Kite Flying 
A - Alpha star, Ace, Alloy tube, Aerobatic kites & Accessories. 

B - Bat, Barndoor, Bonanza, Buzzard, an abundance of Box kites, Books, 
Boomerangs & Badges. 

C - Cody Compound, Cody war kite, Conyne, Comet, Colarado roller, 
Cruiser roller, California dragon, Captain nemos & Centipedes. 

D - Diamonds, Deltas & Dragons by the Dozen, Diamond roller, Douglas m2, 
Deep sky reels & D rings. 

E - Eddy bow, Eagle, Eyelets & Eyelet pliers. 
F - Flexifoil, French signal, Flare, Flutter, Facet, Four dekker, Fokker 

triplane, F3F-2, Fibreglass & Flying discs. 

G - Griffon stunt er, Gunther kites - a new range at The Kite Store! 

H - Heart, Happy wings box, Hexagon, Hot air balloon & Handles. 

I - Indian spools & Insects from China. 

J - Jib rigged box, large & small. 

K - Kite a maran, Kiskeedee, Kitelines, K.o.n. 
Kite Store Ltd., 69 neal St., London. WC2H 9PJ. Tel 01-8361666. 

L - Lamson, Larus star, Levitor & square Levitor. 

M - Malay, Multiflare, Mini box, Mini dragon, Mylar & Magazines. 

N - Neon star, Nylon line. 

0 - Octar the invincible Octopus, Open keel delta, Octagon & 0 rings. 

P - Peter Powell stunter, Polycell, Phoenix variant, Parafoil, Photon, Prof 
waldof boxes, Patterned deltas & Paper kites. 

Q - Quite the best selection of kites available at The Kite Store! 

R - Ripstop nylon, Ramfoil, Reams of Rollers, Ramin dowel & Reels. 

S - Strata box, Seagull, Sode, Suruga, Scirroco roller, Shooting Star, Sky 
pup, Spectra dragon, Sopwith camel & trainer, Spirit of St. Louis, Silk 
kites & Swivels. 
Send S.a.e. for our latest price list. 

T - Tiger box, Thai jewel, Triplane roller, Tim bird & Tails. 

U - Ufo hot air balloon. 

V - Vampyre & some Very large kites! 

W - Windspeed meter, Wright flyer, Wycombe delta & Windsocks. 

X - heXagon, heXagon boX & heXagon diamond. 

Y - Yakko, Yacht delta, YoYo bobbin. 

Z - Zether ferrari ramfoil. 



SI-<VE WORI<S 
========== 

Skye Works An exhibition of kites 
designed and made by Skye Morrison. 

This exhibition had been doing the rounds 
of Britain andwe caught up with it at 
Nottingham Castle. 

Skye Morrison is a Canadian 
specialises in textile design 
with folklore motiffs. 

and 
often 

The 12 kites on display consisted of 4 
delta kites, 4 square kites with long 
tails 2 box kites and 2 large Odako type 
kites. 

Most of the kites were painted silk or 
silk satin. The kites themselves were 
certainly very impressive with pleasant 
designs, but the thing that struck us was 
that the kites seemed to have been 
designed more for exhibition than for 
flying. Many of the designs were fairly 
intri cate and would not be seen more than 
10 foot of the ground. Also the kites 
didn't seem very airworthy, almost as if 
the artist was just using kites as a 
medium for her textile designs, not for 
their aerodynamic qualities. 

However, the kites are certainly 
different if nothing else. 

The Two Sisters 
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If you wish to see the kites they will be 
at: 

The Shipley Art Gallery, Prince Consort 
Road, Gateshead, Tyne and Wear from the 
23rd July to 21st August. 

Milton Keynes Library Display Area, 555 
Silbury Boulevard, Central Milton Keynes 
from 5th September to 1st October 

Whitehaven 
Whitehaven 
November. 

Museum, 
from 7th 

Market 
October 

Place, 
to 5th 



THE THOUGHTS OF A KITEFLIER 
=========================== 
I have always been interested in flying 
since seeing the airship R101 over Sussex 
on its last journey to France.The 
interest continued when working at 
Mitcham.From there several visits were 
made to Croydon Aerodrome,where,from the 
roof of the Aerodrome Hotel,I watched the 
arrivals and departures of such planes as 
the four radial engined Scylla of 
Imperial Airways and the three engined 
Junkers of Air France. 

June 1939 saw me joining the R.A.F. for 6 
years.My first close up view of a service 
plane was a Handley Page Hampden of 
Bomber Command at Scampton.A posting to 
Bircham Newton resulted in servicing 
Ansons of Coastal Command.Later I worked 
on Hudsons,Wellingtons and Mosquitos.The 
latter were assigned to 1409 Met Flight 
- connected with the Pathfinder Force of 
BOCDber Command. 

It was April 1976 that kiting really 
interested me.The flying of a Peter 
Powell stunter by a young aan on Hove~s 
Brunswick Lawns proved that this was the 
hobby for me. So the next month at the 
picnic area (450ft above sea level) near 
the junction of Mill Road and Devils Dyke 
Road,saw me having a go prangs 
included.Perseverance was the watchword 
during that long hot summer.The next step 
forward was linking 2 and 3 together in 
October,but had to have assistance in 
launching them.Eventually on a snow 
covered ground,! was able to get them off 
the deck on my own. 

Up to seven were being flown in formation 
in 1977.After being interviewed by John 
Henly on Radio Brighton's Coastline 
programme on November 16 I decided on 
flying 3 and to concentrate on intricate 
and tight manoeuvres.Exception was made 
when I had a go Greg's 12 - I don~t mind 
hard work but that was beyond a joke. 

It is quite amazing the number of people 
from this country and others who have 
never seen formation kite flying.The 
greatest pleasure has been meeting 
people,particularly from overseas.At a 
fly-in at Beachy Head last year I spoke 

· to a group of 4 from the Sudan,4 from 
Eindhoven and 2 from Paris.Over the past 
six years,have had interesting 
conversations with visitors from over 20 

countries when stunting. 

Flying kites abroad when on holiday is a 
sure way of promoting international 
friendship.When staying at Puerto del 
Carmen in Lanzarote,Canary Isl ands last 
year,there was one afternoon with a group 
of four nationalities <Swedish, 
Norwegian,Danish and German) and myself 
talking to each other.On another day a 
bronzed lady thanked me for a fine 
display it was a good job the same 
compliment was not returned for on 
looking down much was being revea led! 

Talking of festivals,the one at 
Scheveningen last year was the best one I 
have attended,though the beach was not 
large enough for the Sunday session.Dutch 
people expressed their surprise when I 
mentioned that we had come from 
England,so it would have been ni c e if it 
had been announced that between 30 and 40 
had made the journey from England.The 
most appreciative festival audience was 
the one at Netley,Hampshi re on August 
15th - it certainly made one feel that 
the 56 mile journey to the edge of 
Southampton Water was well worth while. 

Complimentary remarks have been made 
about the multicoloured triple which I 
now fly.I would like to thank my friend 
- Owen Hughes for all his help in this 
direction.By the way he has made to his 
own design a 12 foot bird kite - its 
wings flap as it sits in the sky. 

It is a very great pity that younger kite 
fliers do not take stunt flying more 
seriously.! believe there is a good 
opportunity for a young man who has a 
flair for selling~promoing and 
demonstrating a first c l ass stunte r - not 
only here but abroad.He would have to 
practice hard <probably over 1000 flying 
hours) and with triple be able t o loop 
diving <straight and zig-zag) figure 
eight <upright and horizontal ) hedge 
hopping,high and _ l~w traversing,series of 
quavers,hovering and circuits and bumps.A 
single fitted with a 90foot tai l should 
be able to perform a horizontal 88 in a 
30 mph wind. 

Da-ve- White-



THE FLYING HAMBURGER 
==================== 
Once upon a time we had a meeting with a 
publicity firm. What's this you ask? The 
Kite Society employing Saatchi and 
Saatchi to improve the image~ 

No, we were there because a fast food 
chain called Huckleberry's had decided 
that kites would be great to use i n an 
advertising campaign as, in their words, 
"kites represent outdoor summery th i ngs"~ 

and so had contacted the publicity firm 
<C.S.L.> to set it all up. This is were 
we come in. 

The idea was that if you spent £1.80 or 
more in a Huckleberry's restaurant you 
would receive a free kite, and they had 
120,000 to give away. Upon hearing this 
we began wondering who would be turning 
up to kite festivals in a gold plated 
Rolls Royce. The answer rather surprised 
us - Don Dunford. 

What C.S.L. wanted us to do was to 
organise one or two Ki t e Society members 
(who lived in the area around one of the 
restaurants> to arr ange a local fly-in. 
Everyone who had obtained a free kite 
could go along and see, quote, The 
Experts, unquote in action and also enter 
competitions with the winners going on to 
a grand final at Parliament Hill Fields, 
where there was going to be a Grand Kite 
Festival with the worlds largest kite, 
the Cody manlifting team etc. More of 
that later. 

On paper these small local events did not 
seem much of a problem and indeed at the 
first one we attended at Alexandra Park 
the main problem seemed to be lack of 
participants. About eight children turned 
up and these were swamped by numerous 
Huckleberry's staff and Kite Society 
members. 

About the only thing we managed to get 
across to the Huckleberry's staff was 
that kiteflying is not always childs play 
especially when you are hanging on for 
dear life to a fifteen foot delta with a 
freshening wind~ [ These 
produced by Martin Lester 
Store and were resplendant 
hamburger ~!!!]. 

deltas were 
of the Kite 
with a flying 

After that poor showing the next local 
event we attended at West Ham Park 
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promised to be a doddle. Little did we 
suspect - if you can imagine two to three 
hundred kids all trying to aake up a kite 
with at least 15 different parts none of 
whom read the instructions and then· 
everyone trying to fly at once, you can 
perhaps come some small step towards 
understanding the chaos! 

When at last all the local event s were 
finished a somwhat surprising fact began 
to emerge. It seems that most of the 
provincial sites had a very good 
attendance, but nearly all of the London 
sites were poorly attended. This was put 
down to unenthusiastic managers in London 
but we do wonder. 

Before we go on we would like to thank 
very much indeed every Kite Society 
member who helped, it was really 
appreciated. The members were Tony and 
Barbara Cartwright <Alexandra Park and 
Shepherds Bush>, Julian Smith <Lewisham>, 
Colin Jackson <Northampton>, Patrick 
O'Driscoll (Southampton> and last but no 
means least The Peacock Family <Watford). 

So the big weekend finally a rrived. 
Huckleberry's had sponsored 17 Dutch 
flyers to come over with the worlds 
largest kite, the Codys and Europes 
longest kite train. 

So bright and fairly early on Saturday 
morning everyone had converged onto 
Parliament Hill. It was a lovely English 
Summers day but guess what •••• no wind. 
Infact the only air movement was caused 
by thermal wi nds. So all these marvellous 
kites just sat on the ground. Eventually 
it was decided that the worlds l argest 
kite could go up as it qpparantl y needs 
little wind to fly. 

Having seen the kite unrolled but not 
flying we looked forward to its flight 
and we were not disappointed. Ugly but 
incredibly graceful at the same time. It 
lifted gently off the ground (after a few 
aborted attempts> to the strains of 
Vangelis's Chariots of Flight <sorry 
Fire). You just had to stand and look. It 
was so amazing and so powerful. However, 
due to the very erratic wind it f l ew for 
only three minutes but we hoped to see 
more on the Sunday. 



THE FLYING HAMBURGER 
==================== 

Sunday dawned bright and sunny and guess 
what ? thats right no wind, but 
during the day it did come up slightly, 
in fact too much because after the worlds 
largest kite had been flying for seven 
minutes plus a decision was made to bring 
it down. We soon found out why. The 
vehicle it was attached to was beginning 
to slide downhill despite having 2 tons 
of additional weight on board. 

Despite this event the wind was still not 
sufficient for the Cody team although 
there was enough for Europes longest kite 
train of 250 kites, a stunt kite team of 
105 kites and Europes longest tail. 
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In addition, all the way from Singapore 
we had Shakibs Bunns' exquisite disc 
dragon kite which despite having not 
quite enough wind,meaning that Shakib had 
to sprint across the ground, still 
provided a spectacular sight.In fact the 
whole Dutch team put on a magnificent 
display and the T.V. and press were 
having a hay day.Including the Daily 
Mirror finding the only girl in a bikini 
to use as a model reconstructing the 
shark attack in Jaws with a Martin Lester 
Shark Kite. 

Sadly the day soon ended and it was time 
to go but we think everyone who attended 
had a great time and thanks must go to 
the Kite Store for organising the event. 

Treat yourself to a Windy Kite. You deserve one! 
Please send s.a.e. for price list & information 

Yacht Delta 

Hexagon 

Hill End Farm, Tyttenhanger Green, 
St. Albans, Herts. AL4 ORN England 

(0727) 68914 

Diamond Hexagon 

Mal ay 

Eye Delta 
Box 
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ARROWHEAD 

by 

TONV CARTWRIGHT 

The arrowhead was born out of the necessity of requ1r1ng a quick 
assembly kite <especially with the recent weather conditions>. The 
shape I had been doodling for many weeks, the first prototype was 
drawn up, cut and sewn up in one evening. It was based on a 25cm 
square. To scale it up is a very simple geometric exercise. I have 
just finished one on a 40cm grid and am planning a lOOcm scale. 

The flying angle is guaranteed to give you neck-ache. 



HERE AND THERE 
============== 

Seen in the Eastern Daily Press 
- headline "Ki temaker inspired by Colonel 
Cody" the article then goes on to say "An 
image of ki tefl iers dashing across a 
field in a gale is shattered by 
professional kite maker Mr Nick Morse." 
Nick spent five days at the Fermoy Centre 
as a "craftsman in action", demonstrating 
"the skill, beauty and versatility of 
kites". Nick is quoted as saying "People 
have an image of kites being only for 
kids, and of adults feeling foolish 
chasing across a field in a gale. In fact 
two-stick kites with a tail are the 
hardest to f ly - a lot of kites will fly 
without any wind." 

Whilst at the centre Nick worked on his 
Codys and showed children how to make 
simple kites. The article was accompanied 
by a photo of Nick with Cody. 

It is a pity Nick didn't publisize this 
session more as we feel many kitefliers 
would have liked to see how Nick makes 
his kites. 

**************************************** 
In the Thetford and Watton Times. 
Headline "Kite flying ProtestN. The 
article continues "Anti nuclear 
demonstrators gathered near the U.S.A.F. 
air base at Lakenheath on Sunday in 
peaceful protest against arms". The main 
activity was a kite flying exercise on 
land near the base. The aim of the 
protesters had been to disrupt air 
traffic and confuse radar systems, but 
their action proved to be little more 
than symbolic as there were no planes 
flying at all. One kiteflying 
demonstrator claimed a partial victory 
and said the absence of aerial activity 
had been on their account. A base 
spokesman said, however, that flying only 
took place on weekdays. 

About 400 demonstrators, 
parties from Nottingham and 
part. 

including 
London took 

**************************************** 
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More information on Skysport a new kite 
shop at Unit 1, Free Enterprise Centre, 
Station Approach, Eastbourne, Sussex. 

In their brochure they say that t hey hope 
to stock at least 100 kites. l'1r Boyd (the 
proprieter> hopes to produce his own 
kites when he is established but at the 
moment they carry all the well known kite 
lines, Wycombe, Monday Lunch, Vertical 
Visuals and Spectra Star, plus various 
stunters. They also stock all types of 
kite accessories except ripstop. 

Mail order is welcome just enqui re about 
cost at the above address. 

**************************************** 
On the cover of Radio Control Models and 
Electronics, a Flexifoil aeroplane? 

The article inside reveals that it is a 
"Windbag". The best way to desc ribe the 
windbag is that the "fuselage" is si11ilar 
to a land yacht with engine on t he back, 
attached to this is an aluminium mast, 
two GRP spars and the Flexifoil wing. 

Ray Merry and Wilf Jones go on to explain 
that early in 1982 the idea of adapting 
the Flexifoil Skysail principle for an 
ultra-light wing was made to the•. They 



HERE AND THERE 
=========::::==== 
immediately set to work on gliding tests 
exploring the behaviour of the wing once 
its tethering lines had been replaced by 
a king post, bow line and Pay load. 

The first powered rig used a Flexifoil 
Super 10, and various means of . control 
were tested including tail elevator, 
rudder, aileron and weight shift 
mechanisms. Some promising flights 
resulted. 

The large size of this model and the slow 
flying characteristics make it a very 
satisfying aeroplane model to control and 
is ideal in teaching an inexperienced 
flyer the rudiments of radio control 
flying and, of course, with an 
unbreakable wing. The "Windbag" will 
apparently be available as a kit soon. 

**************************************** 
Seen in "Wind Surf" - Kite Sailing. 

"Jim Drake, eo-inventor of the sail 
board, has emerged with a new dual 
purpose foil. The kite-like rig is as 
free of a sail system as you~ll see. 
Completely independent of the board. 
Between sailing sessions it can be used 
as a m1n1 hang glider - possibly the 
intergral tie-in for wave jumpers who 
want to extend their air time". 

<The accompanying photo shows a surfer 
grasping a hang glider like stucture.> 

**************************************** 
News from Frank McShane. 

Seen in a clock shop in Edinburgh. 
Sapphire and Steel, Hanover Street, a 
kite clock. In the shape of a diamond 
kite with tail the clock measures 15" 
long by 9.5" wide and the tail is 2 ft 
long. Quartz movement and perspex 
construction. Various colours are 
available. These clocks are delightful on 
the wall but a bit pricey at £18.95. 

Frank goes on to say "You may recall 
the little article we did on the Pylons 
at Nunraw. Well I just heard the news 
that they are being redirected over the 
moors and far away from the proposed 
route near the Abbey. Cheers for the 
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working kite. 

**************************************** 
Viv Comma has come up with a new idea in 
kiteflying The Kiskedee Kite ••• High 
FLlyer and Exerciser. Besides giving 
maximum fun as a high flyer, this kite 
can be used as an exerciser, indoors or 
outdoors, a not too energetic way of 
straightening droopy shoulder s and 
keeping the body in good shape. The kite 
is attached to a short length of line 
which in turn is attached to a st i ck. It 
certainly looked fun when Viv showed it 
to us. 

**************************************** 
For all our friends in the Bi r •ingha• 
area the following may be of intere&t. In 
the Daily Mirror of June 2nd there is a 
headline above the page three girl, 
"Angie is flying cute". It seems that 
Angie Layne has her •ind in the cloud&. 
When she is at her busiest on modelling 
jobs she dreams of her f avourite 
relaxation - kiteflying. Standing alone 
on a windy hill Angie, 23, can float away 
from her thoughts. 

**************************************** 
Have you spotted the Nationa l and 
Provincial Building Society using kites 
in their advert. 

**************************************** 
Malvern Kites are looking for ki t efliers 
to help fly kites provided by Kalvern 
Kites at the following events, 
Southampton, Holker Hall, Longlea t House 
<The U.K.~s biggest hbt air balloon 
meeting>, Petworth and Southport (a 
projected festival on the massive 
Southport Sands). Malvern Kites c a n offer 
free admission, where charged a nd even 
expenses or transport to certain events. 
Get in touch with Peter Waiter at Malvern 
Kites Tel Malvern (06845) 65504 for 
further details. 

Peter has also mentioned that there are 
two major festivals projected for 1984 
one at Longleat and the other at Torbay. 

**************************************** 





HERE AND THERE 
============== 

We received the following from Michael 
Dale. 

"August 28th, Edinburgh Festival Fringe 
Kite Event. Come and join us in one of 
the biggest outdoor events in the U.K. 
The Fringe Open Day, also known as Fringe 
Sunday will take place in the centre of 
Edinburgh and it is hoped that if the 
city's well known windy nature is up to 
scratch then enough people will come and 
take part to make kiteflying a regular 
event during the worlds largest and 
greatest arts festival". Ring the fringe 
office on 031 226 5257 for more details. 

**************************************** 
The American Kitefliers Association is 
holding its 6th Annual Convention at 
Columbus, Ohio on the 6th 9th of 
October. The convention programme 
includes workshops, demonstrations, kite 
fighting, controllable kite flying, the 
Rokkaku team kite flying and a night kite 
fly. 

**************************************** 
Trlby Products Ltd is a new company that 
has recently started manufacturing and 
distributing a new stunt kite. 

The Trlby Ace stunt kite, which was 
introduced to Great Britain early this 
year, is easily recognisable by the 2 
tone striped pattern on its sail, 
available in 6 different colours with 
matching tails. 

The Trlby Ace has superseded the original 
Ace, and exhibits all the well known 
qualities of the original kite - the high 
density polythene sail is stretched over 
a precision drawn fibre-glass frame to 
produce an extremely light and virtually 
indestructable kite, which comes complete 
with a guarantee. The single kite, which 
retails for £5.95, can be flown in trains 
of 3, 6 or more kites - you'll certainly 
recognise them when you see them. 

**************************************** 
Colin Jackson of the Great Ouse Kite 
Fliers sent us the following. 

Sunday 24th July 11am - 6pm. 40 acres of 

field, 
Loos. 
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few trees, kite shops, cafe and 

What more do you need for a super kite 
fesival- oh yes - wind and kitefliers. 
Comments from last years visitors 
includes: 

"excellent, the best in the area" , "Super 
site" and "Whoopee". The 1 atter from one 
of John Barkers bears because the wind 
was not too strong. 

Ferry Meadows is part of the Peterborough 
Nene Park and the river is it's Northern 
boundary. Access to the park is off the 
A47 between the Al and the city <exit 
from the Al at the Peterborough City link 
and follow the signs). Parking normally 
costs 50p but will be free to all Kite 
Society-Club-K.O.N. members who wish to 
fly. We look forward to greeting many 
friends. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Spotted in Foyles a rather useful book 
for kitefliers The Knot Book <Elliot 
Right Way Books 85p). It details the 
correct knot for every occasion - whether 
you are seafaring, restringing a guitar, 
strapping luggage on the car rack, .erely 
tying your shoe laces and of course you 
kite lines. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Nice mugs with kite design on them 49p 
from Tescos. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Nice women's mesh t-s~irts with kite 
design from British Home Stores £5.99. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Les and Rene Grumbley of March in 
Cambridgeshire wrote to us with details 
about the new kite club they have formed 
- The March Kiteflying Club. Apparently 
the local newspaper and two locAl radio 
stations are very interested. The local 
newspaper ran a short article on Mr 
Grumbley and describes how he first 
became interested in making and flying 
kites. 



HERE AND THERE 
============== 

Mr Grumbley is busy organising a kite 
flying demonstration to be held at 
Marchs' Estover Road Playing Fields on 
August 7th. He hopes this will attract a 
lot of attention and membership for his 
club. Mr Grumbley hopes that enough 
people join the club so that it can be 
affiliated to the March Further Education 
Centre. This will enable him 
room where kite making classes 
held. 

to have a 
can be 

Anyone interested in helping the 
Grumbleys set up the club should contact 
them on March 3097. 

Mr Grumbley and kite. 

**************************************** 
The Italian Kite Association will be 
holding their 3rd festival at Cervia 
(near Ravenna> from September 1st to 4th. 
They have extended an invitation to 
kitefliers in other countries to join 
them. 

The timetable of events is as follows; 
Thursday 1st September, Meet at the 
Salt • s Warehouse at 11. 00. 1. 00 ti 11 3. oo 
Lunch. 3.00 till 7.00 Free Flying. 7.00 
till 10.00 Informal get together. 
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Friday 2nd September. 10.00 ti l l 6.00 
Free kite flying. 6.00 till 8.00 
Kitefliers meeting with Clubs activities 
presentation, Novelties of the kite 
world, News about building techniques, 
and news about materials. 8.00 till 10.00 
Informal get together. 

Saturday 3rd September. 
Free kite flying. 8.00 
together. 

10.00 till 6.00 
ti 11 10.00 Get 

Sunday 4th September. 2.00 ti l l 7.00 
Demonstrations and competitions. Most 
beautiful kite, most humoristic kite, 
most creative kite, messengers 
exhibition, most beautiful kite-train, 
dual-line kite exhibition. 

For further information contact: AlA, Via 
Cornelio Celso 9, 00161 Roma, Italy. 

**************************************** 
We recently received from America a 
leaflet titled "Colorful Kite Tales". It 
concerns an exhibition which can be 
purchased for 200 dollars. It consists of 
sixteen panels printed in three colours 
and measuring 19 by 37inches each. 
Supplementary materials list kite 
resources and suggest projects such as 
workshops, festivals and c l assroon 
activities . Camera ready artwork for 
handouts is included as well as 
instructions for several methods of 
mounting. 

We understand that Ron Moulton is 
purchasing a copy of this exhibition on 
behalf of the B.K.F.A. for use by all 
kitefliers on request. 

**************************************** 
We now have some more details about the 
Victorian Sunday mentioned in an earlier 
issue. Taking place on October 23rd in 
Hyde Park the event will take place 
between 11.30am and 2.30 pm. Events 
planned are a Victorian transport parade, 
water sports, crafts and hot air 
balloons. In addition to these ther e will 
be kiteflying using, hopefully, 
traditional materials and designs. 
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WIRRAL KITE SPECTACULAR, NEW BRIGHTON PROI'IENADE, LIVERPOOL. 

FERRY MEADOWS, PETERBOROUGH. FESTIVAL. G.O.K.F. ** 
WESSEX KITE FESTIVAL,SOUTHAMPTON. FESTIVAL. W.K.G. ** 
LYME PARK FESTIVAL. FESTIVAL. N.K.G. ** 
WESSEX KITE FESTIVAL,SOUTHAMPTON. FESTIVAL. W.K.G. ** 
LYME PARK FESTIVAL. FESTIVAL. N.K.G. ** 
HOLKER HALL, GRANGE OVER SANDS, CUMBRIA. BALLOON AND KITE FESTIVAL. 

BURTON DASSETT COUNTRY PARK. FLY-IN. M.K.F. 

ESTOVER PLAYING FIELDS, MARCH, CAMBS. 

HOLKER HALL, GRANGE OVER SANDS, CUMBRIA. BALLOON AND KITE FESTIVAL. 

OTTERSPOOL PROMENADE,LIVERPOOL. FLY-IN. N.K.G. 

LONGLEAT HOUSE, WARMINSTER, WILTS. BALLOON MEET WITH KITES. 

LONGLEAT HOUSE, WARMINSTER, WILTS.BALLOON MEET WITH KITES. 

BAILDON MOOR,WEST YORKSHIRE. FLY-IN. N.K.G. 

EDINBURGH FRINGE KITE FLY,EDINBURGH. FESTIVAL. 

WALSALL ARBORETUM,BIRMINGHAM. FLY-IN. M.K.F. 

WANDSWORTH COMMON, FETE KITES AND BALLOONS, LONDON. 

ALDHAM KITE DAY,NEAR MARKS TEY,ESSEX. FESTIVAL. E.K.G. ** 
PETWORTH KITE FESTIVAL, PETWORTH, SUSSEX. 

ROXTON STEAM RALLY. DEMO. G.O.K.F. 

N.K.G. ANNUAL FESTIVAL,SALFORD. FESTIVAL. N.K.G. tt 

OLD WARDEN,BEDFORDSHIRE. B.K.F.A. lt 

SOUTHPORT SANDS. PROJECTED FESTIVAL. <P> 

SOUTHPORT SANDS. PROJECTED FESTIVAL. <P> 

HARROGATE. FLY-IN. N.K.G. 

ERNULF SCHOOL,ST.NEOTS, CAMBS. FLY-IN. G.O.K.F. 

OTTERSPOOL PROMENADE,LIVERPOOL. FLY-IN. N.K.G. 

PROVISIONAL 

DONATES MAJOR FESTIVAL 
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